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Abstract:   This study analyses the challenges for the commercialization of university research for agricultural
based invention. It aims at promoting the commercialization of agricultural based research to compete with the
existing inventions. From the discussion, it shows that the commercialization of agricultural based invention
of university research usually takes a longer time to be marketable, when compared to inventions by agencies
such as MARDI and FAMA. The article implies that agricultural based invention of university research should
be considered as a significant tool for economic growth. It suggests that a case study and a quantitative
analysis will be useful to further formulate propositions and to learn the agricultural based invention of
university research.
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INTRODUCTION It is the vision of the present Prime Minister of

The importance of agricultural industry to mega- collaboration between university and industry will have
diversity country  such  as  Malaysia  is  not positive  impacts on Malaysia. Malaysian universities are
contentious. Agriculture industries provide an important currently undergoing Nowadays, Malaysian governments
contribution  to the Malaysia economic development transform tasks of the  Malaysian  universities from a
since 1990 and provide many new jobs to the society. place to transmit research and education to a place that
After the 1998 financial crisis, there was an increase in will contribute generated revenue and furnished to the
agriculture output, underpinned by a  meaningful profitable development. There is a general consensus
progress in palm oil yield, had contributed towards the among policy makers that universities and research
positive growth in the economy [1]. Universities also play institutions are tools for economic growth, via the
an important role to develop agriculture inventions that commercialization of university inventions, including
can be transformed to the commercial and feasible product agricultural based ones [2]. 
to the market. At present, there is still little research by the It is noted that most universities have adopted a
research institutions and universities to give foundation formal mission statement on technology transfer [3].
to the agriculture industry in commercialization activity ‘Rather than concentrating on ‘blue-skies’ research,
and technology transfer. academics    are     now     increasingly    eager    to   bridge

Malaysia, Dato Sri  Najib Tun Abdul Razak that active
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the worlds of science and technology, in an
entrepreneurial way, by commercializing the technologies
that emerge from their research’ [2- 4].

According to [5, 4], over the years, universities are
increasingly more committed to the society around them
in the following areas:

Teaching: conservation and dissemination of
knowledge (from their early days until the late 19th
century.)
Teaching and research. Research was incorporated
as another mission of the university in the first
academic revolution (from the late 19th century).
Teaching, research and direct contribution to social
and economic development, or the so-called Third “Citation” based (Google) Internet Search Engine(Stanford)

Mission. Incorporating the Third Mission as another
mission is known as the second academic revolution
(from the end of the 20th century).

Over the past decades universities are required to
transform themselves from ‘ivory towers’ to
entrepreneurial enterprises [6, 7]. One of the main
problems in linking academic research to industry is the
tacit nature of knowledge [8]. The roles of scientist are to
ensure that their research are relevant to the private sector
and effectively transfer their knowledge and finding
results [9, 10]. Scientist are measured based on the
competences and information embedded in scientist, so
that the research result can only to a limited extent be
transferred via publication or patents [11].
Commercialization activity and intellectual property are
still relatively new researchers and academics.

The research on commercialization of university’s
research that lead to the academic spin-off that boosting
the economic activity [12-14] creating new jobs [15-17]
generating new wealth [15-17] that contribute to the
economic development [18, 13].

Universities have contributed to society by
providing ideas and new knowledge underlying many key
innovations- for a sampler see Table 1 [19- 21]. Industry
interest on scientific research is well-established [22], but
only few studies have discussed the commercialization of
agricultural based invention. Most research on
university commercialization activities are focused on US
and European universities [23], while similar research in
other parts of the world is scarce. This research provides
a significant contribution to the existing literature in terms
of commercialisation of agricultural based university
research. This is for the benefit of all Higher Education
Institutions and Malaysian Universities, in particular.

Table 1: Examples of significant inventions/technologies originating at
university

Commercialization University Invention 
Insulin (U. of Toronto)
Vitamin D fortification (U. of Wisconsin)
Plexiglas (McGill U.)
Penicillin production method (Oxford U.)
Magnetic core memory (MIT)
Polio vaccine (U. of Pittsburgh)
Seat belt (U. of Minnesota)
LCD (Kent State)
CAT Scan (Georgetown U.)
MRI Scan (State U. of NY)
Recombinant DNA technology (Stanford U. and UCSF)
Synthetic Taxol (Florida State. U.)
Digital sound synthesis (Stanford)

Source: [24].

United Nation have conducted a survey to analyse
the potential of the applications using nanotechnology in
developing countries and have identified that agricultural
productivity and invention as the second most critical
area of application for attaining the millennium
development goals while energy conversion and storage
was ranked 1st and water treatment as the 3rd areas
needing focus [25]. The importance of the agriculture
invention in providing support to the food industry has
not been realized [26]. This study provides an overview
about the commercialization activity in Malaysian
University and analyses the challenges towards
technology transfer of agricultural based invention from
university to industry. Two research  questions  asked
are: (i) what are the problems and challenges in the
commercialization  of agricultural based invention and
how to facilitate the  process? (ii)  How  can universities
or research institution maintain and develop those
capabilities?

Focusing on factors contributing to the success of
commercialization of agricultural based invention in
Malaysian University, findings from this research is
relevant to policy makers and government institution. It
can be used to develop an effective commercialization and
technology transfer strategy. 

Commercialization  of  university  research  is  still
new in Malaysian. Most universities have a Technology
Transfer Office (TTO) which is dedicated in the
commercialization and  coordination of all the different
aspects of technology transfer activities, from the
development, diffusion and exploitation of patent policies
and  strategies,  to  the management of industrial liaisons
and  licensing  activities and  the organization of different
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forms of support to academic start-ups [27, 28, 29].  At the In Malaysia, most of the research and development
same time, [30] the decision to disclose a new finding (RandD) in agriculture are conducted at University Putra
depends upon the patent benefits, framed by the costs of Malaysia (UPM). Established in 1931, UPM has a long
interacting with the university administrators: history of agricultural research. Undeniably, UPM makes
inconvenient or frustrating interactions may lead to failure a significant contribution to the society and economic
to disclose. In particular, many countries and universities development. [41]. 
have emphasized on the creation of university spin-off Table 2 above shows some of the agricultural based
firms (USOs) as an important tool for the inventions from UPM. Noted as having commercial value,
commercialization of research [3, 31]. The growing interest UPM have commercialized these inventions through
in USOs among policy makers and the large amount of licensing agreement, university start-up or joint venture
resources used to support USOs [32] call for more collaboration. This is a normal strategy normally adopted
research to better understand how universities can by Malaysian universities. Although there are many
facilitate the creation of new research-based ventures [33]. potential agricultural based products, the present scenario

In Malaysia, there are five research universities (RU) in terms of commercialization activities made it somewhat
which is Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), difficult for universities to actively involve in
Universiti Malaya (UM), Universiti Putra  Malaysia commercialization. Farmers are not easily convinced about
(UPM), Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) and Universiti the need to consider using technology developed by
Teknologi Malaysia (UTM). Technology transfer and universities. In many instances, they prefer to use
commercialization process started in United States when technologies developed by research institution.
the federal government cut the funding budget for the Developing societies will need to develop and implement
universities during the Cold War. Then, U.S senate regulatory measures to manage any environmental,
introduced Bayh Dole Act 1980 (also known as the economic, health and social risks associated with genetic
University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act.) engineering [42]. There are also issues in patent and
This act has removed the barriers of intellectual property intellectual property that must be properly addresed in the
ownership and thus, universities can now claim rights commercialization process. Patent protection and capital
towards their invention from federal funding. The Bayh investment are necessary components for the effective
Dole Act 1980 has made many changes that stimulates the commercialization of innovations [43].
commercialization process of US universities. [31].

Previous studies reveal a tendency to use case Challenges 1: Timeliness: A commercialization activity
studies to explain this phenomenon justified by the is a long process over time. It requires initial investment
embryonic nature of the topic field [34] and with the lack before making profit. Initial investments are normally for
of a robust theoretical framework to understand it [35, 36]. intellectual property filing, company registration, hiring
Despite the lack of supporting evidence [37], the Bayh- qualified entrepreneur and marketing of products. 
Dole Act of 1980 is often perceived as essential to the As been mentioned by William R.  Brody  president
growth of university-industry interaction in the US [38]. of Johns Hopkins University [46]: 
Research on the importance of different knowledge ‘‘From the university’s perspective, it’s mostly a
transfer channels between science and industry suggests money-losing operation. The fees that universities get do
that personal interaction of academic scientists and not cover the expenses involved in licensing and
private sector firms is a key element of successful transfer marketing the inventions. That’s because only a very
[39, 40, 11]. small  fraction of licenses actually generate much revenue.

Table 2: Agriculture Invention in Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) 

Inventions Description

Humic Substances Humic Substances is a substances that can entrapped volatile nutrient from vapor to the air

Fabricated  Mats From Palm Fronds Evaporation Reduction Using Palm Fronds

A Process For Producing Biopesticide The presentation provides a process for producing granulovirus as a biopesticide. Granulovirus comprises

of a single protein, granulin, which is embedded in a crystalline protein matrix known as occlusion body. 

ICT For Paddy Precision Farming Utilization of Geographical Information System (GIS) in agricultural is becoming a useful tool for

agriculture technology and its adoption can been seen widely in precision farming system

Source: http://www.icc.upm.edu.my/
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In the year 2000, universities had about 21,000 active Challenges 3:    University-industry     Interactions:
licenses with industry. But only 125 generated more than There were those who warned about undue influence by
$1 million in licensing and royalty income. Unless you corporations that provide research funding [53] and
have a big hit like Gatorade, which came out of the potential abuse by faculty and university staff due to
University of Florida, or a drug that the University of conflicts of interest, triggered by the lure of readily
Wisconsin had many years ago to prevent blood from available money [54] and conflicts of commitment. Based
clotting, or the recombinant DNA patent that the from the literature there are two form of university
University of California at San Francisco and Stanford technology transfer: patent/technology licensing [55- 57],
share, the aggregate income does not cover the university spin-offs [58, 59]. The research show that the
expenses’’. interactions between university and industry will create

Accordingly, commercialization of university’s and give an important contribution to all the agents
research is not necessarily means big money. It is not involved in it, with all the research university in United
uncommon for universities to lose money in their quest States are leading the way. However, the interactions in
towards commercialization. It is important for universities Malaysia especially in university, still need time to
to have a proper commercialization strategy and develop and take time to get the result from this. As for
Intellectual  Property  Policy,  thus  minimize  risk  [47]. agriculture invention, academic researches are not force
The following costs and investment listed below can be to collaborate with the industry-practitioners because the
implemented by the university: university more looking forwards to the publications and

They can outsource some of the services to reduce commercialization activity but they don’t have time and
the costs. knowledge interact with the industry. 
Find some sponsor.
Find co -sourcing, lease courses from or to outside. Technology Transfer Office (TTO) Capabilities: Most of
Use open source technology to reduce the costs. the universities, especially Research University have
They can ask government funds for some of the established TTO office that will provides support to
projects. commercialization activity and technology transfer
The marketing of the programs also should be process. These TTO offices are still new and less
thinking in advance. experience in conducting commercialization process. 

Challenges 2: Incentives and Rewards: Another problem Discussion and Implementation: Although it is very
in the commercialization activity is the lack of proper difficult to draw generalizations the challenges from
incentives and rewards system. Although there is an observations study, the richness of the case study data
ongoing debate about reward and incentive, it is and quantitative analysis made it possible for further
imperative that universities have a proper rewards system. study to formulate propositions and know the nature of
This is consistent with a long research stream on pay and commercialization university inventions. More research
performance [48, 49]. On the other hand, royalties’ using the large samples at other university and research
incentive effect might seem surprising, given the norms of institutions need to conduct to help identify these
open science and free dissemination of knowledge under capabilities and to measure whether they are associated
which universities are expected to operate [50]. In fact, with the technology transfer and commercialization in
previous studies on this topic have shown contrasting agricultural inventions.  In particular, more longitudinal
results [51] suggesting that monetary incentives given to research is needed to be able to draw conclusions from
university scientists are negatively related to the number causal inferences [60]. Our research was only limited
of equity licenses in young ventures and to the number of based on our observations at the challenges in
start-ups; similarly, sharing revenues with scientists’ commercialization university research at Malaysia
departments is negatively related to the number of research university, which is arguably still new in
incubators. Then, [52] proposed that royalties grant to Malaysia research university. We draw our findings
faculty inventors have positive effect on the number of based on the initial development in Research University
licenses, while royalties granted to the inventors’ in Malaysia and formulate the links to survival and
departments have a negative effect. growths   of   this   institution   need   further  clarification.

teaching. Even though, the academic know about the
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It is acknowledged that commercialization university 10. Pavitt, K., 1988. Uses and abuses of patent statistics.
researchers are facing long time to introduce to the market
and little attention has focused to the commercialization
agriculture invention. The changes in university and not
static environment provide learning occurs [61] for the
researcher and practitioner to integrate their expertise for
the sustainable of the university in the future. 
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